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Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) was developed for building embedded software systems. The key element of this approach is the extension of the scope and usage of models such that they form the "backbone" of a model-integrated system development process. In Model-Integrated Computing models play the following central roles: 1) Models can explicitly represent the designer's understanding of the entire system, including the information processing architecture, the physical architecture, and the environment it operates in. 2) Integrated modeling allows the explicit representations of dependencies and constraints among the different modeling views. 3) Tools analyze different, but interdependent characteristics of systems (such as performance, safety, reliability, etc.). Tool-specific model interpreters translate the information in the models to the input languages of analysis tools. Using MIC technology one can capture the requirements, actual architecture, and the environment of a system in the form of high-level models. The requirement models allow the explicit representation of desired functionalities and/or non-functional properties. The architecture models represent the actual structure of the system to be built, while the environment models capture what the "outside world" of the system looks like. These models act as a repository of information that is needed for analyzing and generating the system.
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Model-Integrated Computing Environment Project

Executive Summary

The Model-Integrated Computing Environment (MIC) project of the EDCS program has focused on developing the tools and techniques for supporting model-integrated system development. The project has concentrated on the following areas of activities:

1. Meta-programmable model builder tool. The objective of this research direction was to develop the technology for meta-programmable model editors. The larger goal was to provide a reusable technology for developing domain-specific modeling environments that could be easily customized for specific domains. Specific results in this activity include:
   - Two generations of meta-programmable model editors: one for the Unix platform with object-database support, and another one for the Windows platform with repository support.
   - Two generations for meta-programming: one for Unix platform using a meta-model specification language, and another one for the Windows platform using a graphical technology based on the industry standard UML notation.

2. Specification of model interpreters. The objective of this research direction was to develop technology for the specification and rapid development of model interpreters (a.k.a. generators). Specific results in this activity include:
   - Multiple designs for the specification language documented in various papers.
   - Practical implementation of one of the approaches using the visitor/traversal approach.

3. Run-time systems. The objective of this research direction was to evaluate, revise and enhance the technology for run-time systems of model-integrated systems. Specific results in this activity include:
   - A revised and enhanced Multigraph Kernel (MGK) which implements forward propagation in the dataflow graph and optimized for performance.
   - An experimental evaluation of the MGK on a multiprocessor platform.

4. Applications. The objective of this research direction was to demonstrate the applicability of the research results in practical systems. Some of these practical systems were jointly funded by external entities (e.g. USAF Arnold Engineering Development Center, The Boeing Company, Sandia National Laboratories.). Specific results in this activity include:
   - *Saturn Site Production Flow*. It is a model-based system for plant monitoring, data archival, and distribution used at GM's Saturn facilities.
   - *Integrated Test Information System*. It is a model-based system for test information system configuration and management used at the USAF Arnold Engineering Development Center and other places.
   - *State-Space Analysis Tool*. It is a model-based system for the design-time analysis of high-consequence systems used at Sandia National Laboratory.
   - *Diagnostics Tool Integration Framework*. It is a model-based tool integration framework for Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) tools used by Boeing in their military aircraft programs.

The application systems developed are based on the DARPA funded toolset, and are either in daily use by practicing engineers, or are being migrated into practical use.

This final report summarizes the progress and results achieved in the four specific areas mentioned above. The Appendix contains various published papers and other project documents.
1. Meta-programmable model builder tool

In a model-integrated development process, modeling and model building play a key role [1]. These steps in the process are supported by a model editor tool, which not only provides a visual interface to the models, but also performs semantic checks on those in order to ensure that the models are correct (with respect to some statically defined semantics). This model editor tool must be customized for the specific application domain. In order to make this process affordable (and most of the model editor’s code reusable), we have chosen a meta-level approach: the generic model editor can be configured and customized for specific domains. This process is called “meta-programming of the editor” or “meta-modeling” [1]. We have developed two generations of the meta-programmable model editor: one for the Unix platform, and another one for the Windows platform. The capabilities of the two systems are summarized below. The two systems are called VME and GME, respectively.

The Visual Model Editor for Unix (VME)

The meta-programmable Graphical Model Builder (VME) is a visual diagram editor that can be adapted to a wide variety of modeling paradigms. The editor supports:
- Visual diagram editing of models that contain icons, connections and comments
- Hierarchical diagrams
- Reusability through types and instances
- Model-database browsing
- Support for managing large-scale databases
- Multiple aspect editing
- Conditional zed diagrams
- Remote references to models
- Constraint management

VME’s architecture is shown on Figure 1. It consists of two components: a database manager (to coordinate the simultaneous access to the model database) and the editor itself. The database manager runs as a background process that is shared by multiple editor processes. Editor processes maintain communication with the database manager and request authorization for database updates. At any time, there is only one editor doing updates.

The editor process supports database browsing and model editing. The databases browser component facilitates:
- Project browsing (in the form of projects, phases, and partitions), and
- Database partition browsing (this is where models are listed).

The model database is segmented into projects, which are segmented into phases, which in turn are segmented into partitions. A database partition is a portion of the database that can be accessed and updated independently (i.e. the unit of transactions on the database is the partition). It contains the models (types and instances), and explicit indication of models that are exported (for use in other partitions) and models imported (from other partitions).

The model editor component provides a diagram editor which supports visual model editing. The visual editing interface is completely replaceable: currently it is implemented in X/Motif, but an experimental Java interface has also been built and demonstrated.
Figure 1: VME Architecture

Figure 2 shows an example screenshot of VME as being used to edit models of a signal processing modeling domain.

Figure 2: Example Signal Processing Model
Figure 3 shows VME used in the FDIR (Fault Detection Isolation and Recovery) modeling of the Space Station.

Figure 3: Example model from the Space Station ECLSS

For model storage an object-oriented database is used: two versions are available one in OBST\textsuperscript{1} and one in Objectivity\textsuperscript{2}. The model editor uses a separate database interface component to communicate with the database package.

Meta-programmability means that components of a VME installation are generated/configured from meta-level descriptions. In particular, the database interface of the manager and of the editor component is generated, while the core of the editor is configured through the use of a configuration file. The database interface in the editor has the task of mapping domain- (and database package-) specific model objects into generic model objects used in the editor, and translating the editing visual operations into operations performed on the database.

Meta-programming is implemented via meta-level translators (one for OBST, one for Objectivity). The input to these translators is an MDF file, which is then used to generate the database schema, the database API, and the interface code for the editor and the database manager. The section labeled Appendix A.1 contains the MDF specification for a simple signal processing application.

Boeing has used VME on their Space Station program to produce models for the FDIR\textsuperscript{3} work. The complexity of the models was stretching the underlying database implementation technology: the models contained components on the order of thousands. The system has also been used on other projects like the SSAT project with Sandia, the Telescience project with Boeing, and the SSPF project with Saturn [2].

\textsuperscript{1} OBST is a public-domain object-oriented database developed at FZI, University of Karlsruhe, Germany.

\textsuperscript{2} Objectivity is a commercial object-oriented database, available from http://www.objectivity.com

\textsuperscript{3} Fault Detection, Isolation, and Recovery: activity of the Space Station design where fault models of the system are built and analyzed to determine the diagnosability properties.
The Generic Modeling Environment for Windows (GME)

Because of the increased availability of high-end Windows platforms, it was necessary to re-engineer and reimplement the meta-programmable modeling environment for that platform. The result of this work is the GME [3]. GME is a new generation of environments optimized for the Windows platform. Figure 4 shows the architecture of the package.

![GME Architecture](image)

**Figure 4: GME Architecture**

GME is composed of a few major components that were integrated using Microsoft's COM integration technology. It is using persistence facilities provided by Microsoft: OLE storage (for the low-end applications) or MS Repository (for the high-end applications). Figure 5 shows an example GME screen illustrating its usage on a signal-processing example.

![Example GME Screen](image)

**Figure 5: Example GME screen**
In addition to the reengineering of the environment, the major result of the work is a new approach to meta modeling. We have studied formal meta-modeling approaches [4], and the conclusion was that the meta-modeling has to be formalized and should not rely on an ad-hoc meta-modeling language (like MDF). The first version of the meta-modeling approach was based on the following concept: the meta-models were the graphical specifications for the contents of the MDF files. This has been found difficult to use, so we have developed a new technology based on using UML and OCL for meta-modeling [5]. UML class diagrams are used to capture the concepts and their associations in a modeling domain, and OCL constraints are used to specify the static semantics [6]. The meta-modeling approach is an application of the well-known four-layer architecture [21]. Figure 6 shows an example GME metamodel.

Figure 6: Example GME metamodel

The GME environment (and its newer release GME 2000) has been in active use since its development in all of our projects that need graphical modeling capability. The active websites [7] and [8] contain the most update information about this tool. GME supports all the modeling techniques developed for VME, although some of the techniques have different names. For further details, please see the websites mentioned above, and the documentation included in the GME distribution.

As conclusion for further research, we have to emphasize the need for high-performance, yet flexible modeling environments. The chosen meta-modeling approach (UML and OCL) has been proven successful, but the meta-model diagram complexity limited the sophistication of the modeling paradigms that could be defined. We recommend further research work in meta-modeling, to help managing complexity. Visualization techniques have to be improved as well, and integrated with non-iconic techniques. In GME, the current visualization primarily relies on ported objects, but other diagrammatic, tabular, and textual schemes must be supported as well.
2. Specification of model interpreters

In a Model-Integrated Computing Environment the model interpreters perform the mapping between the domain-specific models and the executable models of the run-time environment or the analysis models [1]. The research in this task has focused on the specification of model interpreters using higher-level techniques and prototype implementations. The first results here were used in the Unix version of the meta-programmable model builder, VME. We have built a prototype meta-level translator that transformed specifications written in a meta-language into actual code that became a component in the MIPS environment. Figure 7 below illustrates how the translator operates.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7: MDF meta-translator used in VME

The input to the generator was in the form of a MDF (Model Definition Facility) file that captured relevant information about the modeling domain, including modeling concepts, the model organization techniques used, and domain-specific constraints on the models. The generator generated various source and other files, including an editor configuration file a database schema specification (in the database schema language of OBST and Objectivity) an editor database interface program (used in the visual model editor to interface the generic core of the program with the domain-specific model database) an implementation of class methods of persistent objects (i.e. a database API). This technology has been successfully used in the visual model editors, but it was restricted to that particular application.

The translator for this case was primarily hand-crafted, but it served as a useful learning tool for defining complex model interpreters. One lesson we have learned was that the generators always have to traverse a data-structure, take actions while visiting specific nodes, and then produce some output. The most difficult task in writing an interpreter is to code these traversals, and to maintain the mapping between the input and the generated outputs. The task of model interpreters is typically easier than that of compilers (e.g. model interpreters rarely deal with code optimization issues), and the task of the interpreter writer is often specialized to the needs of the particular application. Where the specification and automatic generation model interpreters should help in is the mundane tasks associated with the traversals and bookkeeping.

To extend the usability of the generators for other domains (not only editors) and to generalize the approach, we have developed a new technique based [23] on the Visitor pattern [23] and the Adaptive Programming [23] techniques. The technique is based on a traversal language that allows the expression of traversal sequences performed by the model interpreters. Figure 8 shows the architecture or model interpreters as implied by the technique.
Here the model interpretation process is considered as (1) executing a traversal on the objects of
the model structure, and, at each object (2) executing a visit action. The traversal is a formal
specification of what nodes of the graph to visit and in what order. The visit actions are
computations executed when visiting a node. The traversal language we have defined allowed
the concise specification of traversal and visitor objects, together with procedural code in C++.
This mixed-mode programming technique has proved very practical: the high-level constructs
were very expressive to capture the traversal sequences, while the low-level action code was
efficient in expressing procedural computations. Appendix A.2 shows the full code for a model
interpreter.

The model interpreter traversal language was processed by a meta-translator [23], which
generated the actual C++ code for the model interpreter. This meta-translator had two inputs: a
specification of the data-model of the model structure (practically, the meta-model of the modeling
language), and the traversal specification itself. The translator parsed its input and created
abstract syntax trees from them, and then generated the full executable code for the model
interpreter. Embedded C++ code (shown between << and >> in the example) was literally copied
to the output, while the traversal specifications were translated into procedural code that
traversed the input data structure using C++ iterators and recursive descent techniques. The
traversal and visitor specifications were transcribed into two C++ classes, with appropriate
methods for capturing the various actions. The two classes were arranged to form a coroutine-like
control structure: control passed between the two classes in an alternating manner. We have
introduced several extensions into the traversal specification language that allowed us to write
multiple pass interpreters that keep a context during the traversal.

The model interpreter generation technique has been extremely successful in one of the
application projects: the PHM tool integration (discussed in a section below). We were able to
develop new model interpreters (called "semantic translators" in that context) very rapidly. A
typical model interpreter was dealing with modeling concepts on the order of tens (~20 in
the average case), and translating them into other concepts, again on the order of tens. The typical
model interpreter took a few pages, written in a mixture of the traversal language and C++ code,
and the generated code was about three times as large. On the average, it usually took a man-
week to develop one model interpreter using the technique described.

Regarding further research in the area, we recommend the investigation of higher-level
techniques for modeling the model interpreters. This would allow the more formal specification of
model interpreters, in a way such that correctness of the interpretation scheme could be proven
using automated tool support. Model-integrated environments have a crucial component in the
interpreters: their performance (in terms of the quality of the generated systems) determines the
success of the environment.
3. Run-time Systems

In a Model-Integrated Computing Environment, specialized run-time systems (RTS) serve as the execution platform. The RTS provides services for facilitating component interactions and act as a run-time integration framework in which the components live.

Based on previous research results, we have refined and re-implemented a run-time infrastructure that we have found very useful for many model-integrated application domains: the Multigraph Kernel (MGK). MGK implements an asynchronous dataflow model of computation, where components are ported objects. In MGK terminology they are called actor nodes, they have an associated computational procedure called the script, and they can also have local state, called the context. The actor nodes are scheduled by the MGK scheduler according to the dataflow principle: a node is executed when data is available on its input ports. When the node runs, it generates data that is sent out via its output ports. Data is propagated through the graph, and nodes fire upon the arrival of data. This model was used in building many model-based applications, including signals processing, control, and others.

MGK extends the above basic dataflow model in several ways:

- **Extended connectivity**: MGK allows every node input and output to be connected to several other nodes. This simplifies the writing of the node operation procedures (the scripts), as these will have to process and generate only the functionally different input and output data, while any data stream merge or replication is handled at the dataflow kernel level.

- **Flexible node scheduling**: MGK allows nodes to be triggered in different modes. It is possible to run a node when all of its inputs are present (*ifall* triggering principle), when any single input is present (*ifany* triggering principle) or in the presence of user-defined subsets of the full input data set (*custom* triggering). Additionally, node scheduling is priority based.

- **Dynamic control graph building and reconfiguration**: MGK applications are built at run-time using the kernel's API functions. This makes MGK especially suited as the target environment of the model-based MA model interpreter tools. Additionally, MGK also allows changes on an already executing dataflow control graph, making dynamic reconfiguration of running applications possible.

- **Local memory for processing nodes**: The MGK script interface API allows the creation of reusable, customizable node operation primitives. Besides providing a unified mechanism to retrieve and propagate data in the control graph, the MGK script API also allows the creation, filling and retrieval of local node parameters (called the node's context). The availability of the node context makes it possible to customize more generic scripts to a certain function in the graph (i.e. fewer scripts will have to be written). The context can also be used to store data between successive executions of the node.

- **Dynamic data typing and memory management**: Various data types can be propagated in MGK control graphs. These include the usual scalar types (integers, floating point numbers, etc.) and blocks of memory containing user-defined structures. The kernel provides its own memory management services that also include garbage collection.

- **Flow control and exception handling**: Every MGK node connection can have an attribute that specifies the maximum number of buffered data items. Exceeding this limit generates an exception. These exceptions, along with other kernel-generated events, can be trapped by user-defined handlers. In case the user does not wish to trap certain exceptions, the kernel provides reasonable default handlers.

- **Support for distributed parallel architectures**: MGK transparently supports the creation of dataflow control graphs in distributed environments. These include networked UNIX and 32 bit Windows platforms, running either TCP-IP or some other message-passing environment (e.g. MPI). Certain digital signal processing (DSP) processors with
on-chip communication capabilities (Texas Instruments C40, C44, etc.) are also supported.

MGK has been reengineered and enhanced to support a simpler API. [12] contains the full user's manual for the improved package. Appendix A.3 contains the full code for a simple MGK application.

MGK has been used in numerous applications and platforms, ranging from high-performance DSP-s, through Windows PC-s, to high-end Unix workstations. Figure 1 shows an example for an application where MGK was used as the run-time platform. The application was the instrument control for a Telescience experiment of Boeing used in their Space Station work. In the research work, we have also ported and evaluated MGK on a high-end parallel workstation platform: the SP2 system of IBM. The results have been documented in the report [13].

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 9: Example application model that has used MGK as the run-time system**

Regarding further research, we recommend the investigation of other models of computations for run-time systems. While the asynchronous dataflow model used in MGK was very useful, it is not the only one, and other models and their requirements for run-time support has to be understood. We envision that, especially in embedded information systems, application require a wide variety of run-time support, and these subsystems must interact with each other. Integrating multiple models of computations in a coherent framework (where all behaviors can be precisely described and predicted) is a difficult problem, but it has to be addressed if the model-integrated approach is to be applied in other applications.
4. Applications

We have used the technology and tools described above in a number of real-life applications. In this section a short summary of major applications is provided. These projects were funded by third parties: General Motors, Corp., USAF Arnold Engineering Development Center, Sandia National Labs, and The Boeing Company. However, all of the projects have used the tools technologies created in the course of the EDCS DARPA project.

Saturn Site Production Flow (Saturn Plant, GM)

SSPF [14] is a large-scale business application used in the Saturn facility of General Motors in Spring Hill, TN and in Wilmington, DE. It collects, manages, archives, and serves plant production data for the entire manufacturing process. It is in daily use since 1997, with continuing upgrades. The problem solved by SSPF is as follows: The Saturn plant had a data acquisition system to monitor the discrete manufacturing processes, but higher-level processing, distribution, and management of data was lacking. Data had to be archived into large-scale product data archives, and it also had to be distributed, in real-time, to hundreds of workstations across the plant. Furthermore, minor (on the average, bimonthly) and major (yearly) configuration changes in the plant necessitated the timely reconfiguration of the information system. Additionally, the plant engineers needed various data simulation and analysis tools for identifying problems with the production processes (e.g. bottlenecks).

We have built SSPF using the MIC technology developed in the course of this research. The approach was applied as follows.

- We have designed a modeling language to capture the structure and organization of manufacturing production processes, and other relevant information (e.g. data interface point names, calculation algorithms, GUI screen layouts, etc.)
- We have developed model interpreters that generated configuration files and source code for the generic the run-time system components from the models.
- We have selected off-the-shelf components for the run-time system (e.g. SQL Server for database, the Simplicity data acquisition package, etc.). We have also developed generic components for those cases where COTS solutions were not available (e.g. data viewer clients).
- We have integrated the system using a network-oriented integration technology, and trained plant engineers and technicians how to use it.

The resulting system allows the rapid model-based configuration (and re-configuration) of the information system, which is a front-line system at a major manufacturing facility. The resulting monitoring system: a site production flow application has been installed and is in daily use at two plants. The system monitors a few thousand data points and broadcasts real-time data to about 300 workstations for inspection. Saturn estimated that the system can be credited 2-5% throughput increase - which is about 25-60 cars per day. The second installation demonstrated the power and flexibility of the model-integrated approach: the plant was modeled (2 man/weeks effort), and a running system was created in one day. It is also extremely easy to maintain: when the plant changes, the visual models are modified, and the entire system regenerated in a matter minutes. Plant modeling is done by trained technicians, which proves that the model-integrated systems are end-user programmable to a high degrees. Figure 10 shows an example client screen displaying production data. There were several lessons learned from the project [15] that influenced our technology development as well.
Integrated Test Information System (USAF AEDC)

ITIS has been developed for the Arnold Engineering and Development Center of USAF. AEDC is the primary aerospace engine testing facility of the nation. The main product of AEDC is test data that has to be produced, processed, and delivered to customers on a timely basis. This process is supported by a complex test information system, whose management and configuration is a highly non-trivial task. In the past, it was not unusual to spend man-months of effort just on reconfiguring the information system for the needs of a particular test.

The objective of ITIS (see Figure 11) was to automatically synthesize complex test information systems using high-level system models. The ITIS makes it possible to automatically configure the individual test systems in a large-scale aerospace test facility, and the generic information server (ITIS Server). The test systems include: simulations systems, data analysis systems, real-time test data systems, archived data systems, and pricing data systems. The ITIS server gathers data from the test systems and makes that available on the World Wide Web. Clients can connect to the server and visualize the data using JAVA technology. Using the model-integrated technology, the system can manage rapidly changing requirements for the interconnection of a wide variety of data sources and analyses.

ITIS helps managing and distributing test data, whose timeliness is of utmost importance. The reduction in design/test cycle time enabled by this project cut the systems development cost by tens of millions of dollars per year. Pratt and Whitney stated that ITIS is "an essential part of our plans for support of aeromechanical testing" for the JSF engine. "ITIS has been successfully demonstrated to be an effective monitoring technique for strain gage test support. This allows engineers to watch testing at their desks at Pratt & Whitney Florida and East Hartford campuses. By enabling an immediate picture of an ongoing test, risk can be reduced by involving experts in the current issue by a mere click of the mouse at their PC." The ITIS web-based application and

---

4 Source: USAF AEDC.
modeling tools were installed at the Air Force SEEK EAGLE Office (AFSEO) on Eglin Air Force Base in Ft. Walton Beach, Florida, and at the St. Louis facilities of the Boeing Company. AFSEO is a customer of AEDC and wishes to adopt the same infrastructure for sharing test metadata and data. The Air Force Information Warfare Center (AFIWC) staged an “attack” on the ITIS application to verify it meets Air Force security requirements, and the system passed all tests. The attached documents [16] and [17] provide technical details about the system.

![ITIS Architecture diagram]

**Figure 11: ITIS Architecture**

**State-Space Analysis Tool (Sandia National Labs)**

SSAT is a design analysis tool for the joint reliability, safety, and performance analysis of high-consequence systems. Examples for high-consequence systems include automotive breaking systems and special weapons. Using traditional approaches, the performance, safety, and reliability aspects of system designs are considered independently. Changes made in one aspect of the design interact with the other aspects, making the design process very complicated and hard to manage. In practice, the conflicting aspects of the design have to be evaluated simultaneously.

SSAT that has been developed for Sandia National Labs addresses this problem by applying a model-integrated approach. In order to model high assurance, high consequence systems, a modeling paradigm has been developed to capture critical safety and reliability information about the system. Parallel, hierarchical, finite state machines are used to model high-level system behavior. These same types of models are used for capturing the system’s hardware behavior. We have defined a modeling language to capture both the nominal and fault behavior of the system using a set of integrated models. From this detailed description of system level and hardware behaviors, safety and reliability analyses can be performed.
From the models we generate multiple representations that are suitable for various analyses. One type of representation represents the system as a complex, hierarchical finite-state machine using Ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (OBDD-s). OBDD-s are also used in the semiconductor industry for verifying logic designs of high complexity. We have developed an analysis tool that performs full state-space exploration on the design, verifying, for instance, safety requirements. “Safety” has been defined as: “the system will never reach an unsafe state, even under fault conditions”. Other analysis algorithms include: forward system simulation, backward system simulation, forward and backward reachability analysis, deterministic analysis, loop analysis. Another representation generated from the models is fault-trees that are processed by off-the-shelf reliability analysis tools. The objective here is to calculate overall system reliability from component reliability data and system structure. We have interfaced our environment with an off-the-shelf (WinR from Sandia National Labs) to support this task.

This integrated toolset [18], consisting the modeling environment, the tool for the analyses, and the automatic fault tree generation component comprises the SSAT toolset. The tools have been used in the modeling and analysis of automotive breaking systems and on the analysis of the design of the W-88 warhead. The tools are currently in daily use by design engineers at Sandia. Figure 12 shows the user interface of the analysis tool.

![Figure 12: SSAT Analysis Tool](image)

**Diagnostics Tool Integration Framework (The Boeing Company)**

Engineering processes usually employs a number of design tools for analysis, data capture, simulation, etc. These design tools all contain data related to the same physical artifact (e.g. an aircraft design), but they are usually very poorly integrated. Data is often replicated, hand-translated between the tools, and its management is very difficult. This problem has come up at the Boeing Company in one of their major military aircraft programs, in the Prognostics and Health Management area.

We have developed semantic integration framework [20] [19] for engineering tool integration using the model-based technology. This framework lets the system integrators model the
engineering tools and create custom integration solutions for interoperating CAD tools and databases. The integration framework (see Figure 1) relies on a client/server architecture, where the design tools are equipped with tool adaptors that are the clients of the integration server. The tool adaptors are responsible for the syntactic transformation of the tool data between the tool and a canonical form, and exchanging data in that canonical form via a network protocol. The integration server contains semantic translators that transform data between the schema used in the tools and an integrated schema. Data expressed using the integrated schema is stored in a database inside the server. The key component in this architecture is the semantic translator, and this is the place where the model-integrated technology has been used. The translators have been created using the techniques we have developed for specifying and generating model interpreters. The input and the output of the translators are modeled (in the form of UML-like meta models). The mapping between the two has been expressed using the language we have developed for representing model interpreters. From these three models we have automatically generated the code of the translators.

Tool Integration Architecture

![Diagram of Tool Integration Architecture]

**Figure 13: Tool Integration Framework**

We have built two integration framework instances: one for five tools: AEF (a diagnostics expert system), an FMECA database, GME/AVDR (a diagnostics modeling environment), Relex (a reliability analysis package), and Advise (a testability analysis package), and another one for three tools. The advantage of the model-integrated approach was obvious: it has greatly simplified the system evolution and the development of translators. The approach and the tools have also been demonstrated to DoD SPO personnel at several TIM-s where they received high marks.
Appendix

A.1 Example MDF file for representing a signal flow language

```
// xdl.mdf
paradigm XDL;
attribute Description : page "Enter model description:" (8 40) "";
attribute Datatype : menu "Select datatype"
   { "Int" Int_type ;
   "Float" Float_type ;
   "Double" Double_type ;
   };
atom Port { icon "port.icon"; }
modelclass MultiProc {
   Hardware {
      attrs {attr Description;}
      parts {Ports : Port link;}
   }
}
model Node is_a (MultiProc) primitive {
   Hardware "Hardware" {
      icon rect; font 3; color foreground;
      attrs {Memory : field int "Memory size:" "1";}
   }
}
model Network is_a (MultiProc) compound {
   Hardware "Hardware" {
      icon rect; font 3; color foreground;
      conns {
         HWConn { 1 solid line butt } :
            { Ports -> NetworkParts Ports }
            { NetworkParts Ports -> NetworkParts Ports }
            { NetworkParts Ports -> Ports }
            { NetworkParts Ports -> NodeParts Ports }
            { NodeParts Ports -> NetworkParts Ports }
            { Ports -> NodeParts Ports }
            { NodeParts Ports -> NodeParts Ports }
            { NodeParts Ports -> Ports ;}
      }
      parts {
         NodeParts: Node hierarchy;
         NetworkParts : Network hierarchy;
      }
   }
}
atomclass Signal {
   attrs {attr Description; attr Datatype; }
}
modelclass Processing {
   SignalFlowAspect {
      attrs {attr Description;}
      parts {
         InputSignals : InputSignal link ;
         OutputSignals: OutputSignal link ;
      }
   }
   StateAspect {

```
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attrs { attr Description; }
conn {
  StateTransConn { 2 solid line arrow } :
  { States -> StateTransitions; }
  TransStateConn { 2 solid line arrow } :
  { StateTransitions -> States; }
}
part {
  States : State;
  StateTransitions : StateTransition link;
}
}
atom InputSignal is_a ( Signal ) { icon "isig.icon"; }
atom OutputSignal is_a ( Signal ) {icon "osig.icon"; }
atom LocalSignal is_a ( Signal ) { icon "lsig.icon"; }
atom State {
  icon "state.icon";
  attrs {attr Description;}
}
atom StateTransition {
  icon "sttrans.icon";
  attrs {attr Description;}
}
atom Script {
  icon "script.icon";
  attrs { Text : page "Script text:" (16 64) ";" }
}
model Primitive is_a ( Processing ) primitive {
  view { Data_Flow User_Interface }
  SignalFlowAspect "Signal flow" {
    icon rect { left : InputSignals; right : OutputSignals; };
    font 3; color foreground;
    parts {
      TheScript : Script single;
    }
  }
  StateAspect "State model" {
    icon rect { top : StateTransitions; };
    font 3;
    color foreground;
  }
}
model Compound is_a ( Processing ) compound {
  view { Data_Flow User_Interface }
  SignalFlowAspect "Signal flow" {
    icon rect {
      left : InputSignals;
      right : OutputSignals;
    };
    font 3;
    color foreground;
    conn {
      DataFlowConn { 1 solid line arrow } :
      { InputSignals -> PrimitivePart InputSignals }
      { InputSignals -> CompoundPart InputSignals }
    }
  }
}
{ LocalSignals -> PrimitivePart InputSignals }
{ LocalSignals -> CompoundPart InputSignals }
{ PrimitivePart OutputSignals -> LocalSignals }
{ CompoundPart OutputSignals -> LocalSignals }
{ PrimitivePart OutputSignals -> OutputSignals }
{ CompoundPart OutputSignals -> OutputSignals }
{ SignalRefs -> PrimitivePart InputSignals }
{ SignalRefs -> CompoundPart InputSignals }
 attrs { attr Description; }

} 

parts {
  LocalSignals : LocalSignal;
  SignalRefs -> { ProcessingBlocks : Compound :
    SignalFlowAspect : LocalSignals };
  NodeRefs -> { HardwareBlocks : Network :
    Hardware : NodeParts };
  ProcessorRefs -> { HardwareBlocks : Network : Hardware };
  PrimitivePart: Primitive hierarchy;
  CompoundPart : Compound hierarchy;
}

}

StateAspect "State model" {
  icon rect {
    top : StateTransitions;
  };
  font 3;
  color foreground;
  conns {
    StateSubStateConn { 2 solid line arrow } :
      { States -> PrimitivePart StateTransitions }
      { States -> CompoundPart StateTransitions };
  }
  conds {
    StateDepes States :
      { }
      { PrimitivePart CompoundPart };
  }
  parts {
    PrimitivePart: Primitive inherited hierarchy;
    CompoundPart : Compound inherited hierarchy;
  }
}

category HardwareBlocks { Node Network }
category ProcessingBlocks { Primitive Compound }
A.2 Example model interpreter specification

// Model structure specification
paradigm Xdl;

entity Port { }
entity InputPort : Port { }
entity OutputPort : Port { }

model Block { 
    part InputPort inputs;
    part OutputPort outputs;
} 

model Primitive : Block { 
    attr string type;
} 

model Compound : Block { 
    part Block blocks;
    rel Connection conn;
} 

relation Connection { 
    Port src * <--> Port dst *;
} 

// Model Interpreter Specification
interpreter XdlInterpreter;
<< typedef long Wire; typedef long Node; 
typedef map<Id,Wire> PortMap;
int newId() { static int count = 0; return count++; } 
int mkWire() { return newId(); } 
int mkNode() { return newId(); } >>

visitor Visitor { 
    at Port [PortMap & sMap] 
    << if(sMap.find(self.Id()) == sMap.end()) 
        sMap[self.Id()] = mkWire(); >>; 
    at Connection [const Block_M* parent, PortMap &sMap] 
    << Port_E * src = self.src(), *dst = self.dst(); 
    Block_M srcBlock = (Block_M*)src->Parent(); 
    Block_M dstBlock = (Block_M*)dst->Parent(); 
    if((srcBlock != parent) && (dstBlock != parent)) { 
        int tmp = mkWire(); 
        sMap[src->Id()] = tmp; sMap[dst->Id()] = tmp;
    } else if(srcBlock == parent) { 
        sMap[dst->Id()] = sMap[src->Id()];
    } else if(dstBlock == parent) { 
        sMap[src->Id()] = sMap[dst->Id()]; 
    } >>; 
    at Primitive [PortMap & sMap] traverse[sMap]; 
    at Compound [PortMap & sMap] traverse[sMap]; 
    at Port [int& count, Wire wire, Node node] 
    << printf("connect wire:%d to node:%d[\%d]\n", 
        wire,node,count); 
        count++; >>;
    at Port [Node node, Wire wire, int& count] 
    << printf("connect node:%d[\%d] to wire:%d\n", 
        node,count,wire);
        count++; >>;
} 

traversal Traverser using Visitor {
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from Block[PortMap& sMap]
  to { inputs[sMap], outputs[sMap] };
from Primitive[PortMap& sMap] do Block[sMap]
  << Node node = mkNode(); int count;
  printf("node %d %s\n ",node,self.type()); >>
  to { << count = 0; >> I
  inputs[count,sMap[arg.Id()],node],
  << count = 0; >>
  outputs[node,sMap[arg.Id()],count] };
from Compound[PortMap& sMap] do Block[sMap]
  to { conns[&self,sMap], blocks[sMap] };
}
A.3 MGK Example Application

/***
 *** DEMO.C
 *** Multigraph Kernel v 6.0 simple demo program
 *** Copyright 1986-1997, Vanderbilt University. All rights reserved.
 *** This copyright notice is included for precautionary purposes
 *** and does not constitute an admission that the material to
 *** which it has been affixed has been made public or otherwise
 *** disclosed without restriction.
 /***/

#include
#include "mgk60.h"

static void sadd(void) {
  void *in1,*in2;
  mgk_data_type t1,t2;
  in1 = mgk_receive(0,&t1);
  in2 = mgk_receive(1,&t2);
  if(in1 && in2 && (t1 == T_DOUBLE) && (t2 == T_DOUBLE)) {
    double res = *((double *)(in1)) + *((double *)(in2));
    mgk_propagate(0,&res,T_DOUBLE);
  }
}

static void ssub(void) {
  void *in1,*in2;
  mgk_data_type t1,t2;
  in1 = mgk_receive(0,&t1);
  in2 = mgk_receive(1,&t2);
  if(in1 && in2 && (t1 == T_DOUBLE) && (t2 == T_DOUBLE)) {
    double res = *((double *)(in1)) - *((double *)(in2));
    mgk_propagate(0,&res,T_DOUBLE);
  }
}

int main(int argc,char **argv) {
  if(mgk_initialize(&argc,&argv) == E_SUCCESS) {
    mgk_node n1,n2,n3;
    double data1,data2,data3,*dp;
    mgk_data_type tp;
    int i;
    n1 = mgk_create_node(sadd,2,1,100,AT_IFALL);
    n2 = mgk_create_node(ssub,2,1,100,AT_IFALL);
    n3 = mgk_create_node(sadd,2,1,mgk_NODE_STOP_PRIORITY,AT_IFALL);
    mgk_connect_nodes(n1,0,n2,0);
    mgk_connect_nodes(n2,0,n3,0);
    data1 = 5.0; data2 = 2.0; data3 = 3.0;
    if(argc > 1) sscanf(argv[1],"%le",&data1);
    if(argc > 2) sscanf(argv[2],"%le",&data2);
    if(argc > 3) sscanf(argv[3],"%le",&data3);
    mgk_write_node_input_port(&data1,T_DOUBLE,n1,0);
    mgk_write_node_input_port(&data2,T_DOUBLE,n1,1);
    mgk_write_node_input_port(&data3,T_DOUBLE,n2,1);
    while(mgk_run(1)) {
      dp = mgk.peek_node_output_port(n2,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0);
      if(dp && (tp == T_DOUBLE)) {printf("The result is %f\n",*dp);
        return(0);
      }
      return(-1);
    }
  }
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Self-Adaptive Software Project
Executive Summary

The research conducted under the Model-Integrated Architecture for Self-Adaptive Software project is a continuation of our work on Model-Integrated Computing (MIC) and structurally adaptive signal processing and control systems. In MIC, domain specific, multiple-view models represent the computer application, its environment and their relationships. Model interpreters translate the models into the input languages of static and dynamic analysis tools, and application-specific model interpreters synthesize and re-synthesize software applications running in a real-time, dynamic, macro-dataflow execution environment.

The model-integrated approach to self-adaptive software decomposes the problem into two major issues: (1) representation and (2) the reconfiguration mechanism. The representation issue deals with modeling of self-adaptive systems, including models of architectures and adaptation processes. The reconfiguration mechanism focuses on methods for mapping the models into executable systems, and changing the dataflow and control structure of the application in a safe, consistent manner.

Our approach is based on a performance evaluation→architecture modification cycle. In this paradigm, the performance of the application (and/or its components) is continuously monitored, with the results used for calculating modifications to the architecture model (while taking into consideration current resource and consistency constraints). The modification is followed by a partial or complete regeneration of the executable system.

1. System Representation

The need for modeling dynamic architectures is related to the complexity of the system being modeled. In a simplistic approach, one can pre-design all the possible architectures of a system, model all the architectures discovered, assign them to predefined situations, and switch between these architectures as the system evolves. A more sophisticated approach is to structure the architecture representation into a hierarchy with alternatives on each level. In a hierarchically organized architecture description, components contain other components that specify the internal architecture of the parent component in terms of the lower level components and their connectivity. This representation technique scales much better, but still requires that the configuration alternatives be explicitly defined at design time.

A different approach is to represent dynamic architectures in a generative manner. Here, the components of the architecture are prepared, but their number and connectivity patterns are not fully defined at design time. Instead, a generative description is provided which specifies how the architecture could be generated "on-the-fly". A generative architecture specification is similar to the generate statement used in VHDL: it is essentially a program that, when executed, generates an architecture by instantiating components and connecting them together.

The generative description is especially powerful when it is combined with architectural parameters and hierarchical decomposition. In a component one can generatively represent an architecture, and the generation "algorithm" can receive architectural parameters from the current or higher levels of the hierarchy. These parameters influence the architectural choices made (e.g. how many components to use, how they are connected, etc.), but might also be propagated downward in the hierarchy to components at lower levels. There the process is repeated: architectural choices are made, components are instantiated and connected, and possibly newly calculated parameters are passed down further. Thus, with very few generative constructs one can represent a wide variety of architectures that would be very hard, if not impossible, to pre-enumerate.
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Naturally, not every architectural alternative is viable in all circumstances. The generative description allows for representing architectural constraints that constrain the selection process, thus limiting the search needed while forcing the process to obey other requirements.

2. Architecture

The basic structure of the proposed self-adaptive embedded model-integrated system is illustrated in the figure below. The Embedded Modeling Infrastructure (EMI) can be best viewed as a high-level layer at the top of the architecture, while a classical embedded system kernel (e.g. a real-time kernel) is located at the bottom. The component that matches these two layers is the translator that we call embedded interpreter. The embedded models provide a simple, uniform, paradigm-independent and extensible API towards this interpreter.

![Figure 14: Self-Adaptive MIC Architecture](image)

We define a self-adaptive computing system as an environment that is able to measure and detect changes in its own performance and perform structural changes in its configuration. According to this definition, an adaptive system must contain monitoring, decision making, and configuration modification functionality. The EMI system provides capabilities for each of these three tasks.

Monitoring requires the presentation of operational parameters in a convenient fashion. Operational parameters in embedded systems can be divided into two distinct categories:

- The momentary status of the embedded operating system itself: resource utilization, timing relations, availability of peripherals and remote nodes in a distributed system, etc.
- The parameters representing the performance of the application algorithms, such as the control error rates of a control system, the amount of missed/dropped packets of a communication system, cost functions, etc. A common feature of these parameters is that they are application-specific, and their values are usually highly dependent on the environment of the embedded system.

Our decision was to use the embedded models as a place for uniform representation of these parameters. Objects in the model may have designated attributes (monitor attributes) set by the underlying modules: either by the embedded kernel (in case of most operation system
parameters), or by any of the application specific task modules that have information available on the operation of the algorithm.

The task listed third, configuration modification, is supplied by generative models and generators. This way, the model designer can efficiently control the degrees of freedom in the model by providing generators where adaptive modifications in the model are foreseen. This decision also reflects the fact that self-adaptive modifications are usually similar or identical to alterations executed by an external management system (or a human operator) on a non-self-adaptive system. Model changes made by the generators are translated towards the kernel by the embedded interpreter.

The most critical part of self-adaptive applications is the one making reconfiguration decisions. In our embedded infrastructure, this is the evaluator, a kernel process itself, which is responsible for interpreting the monitor parameters and setting architectural parameters for the generators. It is obvious that depending on the complexity of the application domain and level of adaptivity implemented, the knowledge of such an evaluator may range from some simple mapping operations to real intelligence comparable to that of a human expert. This also means that the programming model may vary in a wide range: data tables, procedural code, data-flow network, or some more esoteric techniques, such as genetic algorithms or neural nets.

These considerations led us to a decision to leave the selection of the evaluator to the application designer: from the EMI system's point of view, the evaluator is a native module utilizing to the standard EMI API, and expected to take input mostly from the monitor parameters in the model, and produce its outputs by setting the values of the generator parameters.

In this architecture, the EMI has the following functions:

- Loading the initial version of the model from an external source (typically a modeling/management computer) or from some internal storage facility,
- Booting the embedded system based on the models loaded. This includes executing the built-in generators, which, in-turn, create the dynamic parts of the models through the embedded interpreter,
- Checking model constraints and implementing emergency measures in case of failures,
- Evaluating the operation of the embedded programming modules and setting generative parameters accordingly. Again, the model generators have the task to implement these changes on the models themselves,
- Receiving and executing model updates from external sources, and
- Communicating status information to external management agents.

During the load/boot phase the EMI builds the data structures of the initial model and, based on this information, instructs the kernel to instantiate the computing objects accordingly. Generators execute and generate the structure that corresponds to the initial status of the generative parameter objects. Generators are hybrid objects. While they are part of the embedded models, the compiled object code of the generator scripts cannot be represented as paradigm independent models in the EMI. These scripts, therefore, are located outside of the EMI. Note that they use the same EMI API as, for example, the embedded interpreter. From a programmers point of view, generative modeling and interpreter implementation are similar activities.

The Constraint Manager is a module responsible for ensuring that modeling constraints are met. There are two principal questions about constraints: when to check them, and what to do when (resulting from modifications by the self-adaptive control loop or external modification commands) they are violated. The answer to these questions is highly application dependent, therefore, the Constraint Manager is a designed to be a flexible component with its own API. The evaluator, for example, can request constraint checking for any subset of constraints and/or models at any time.
3. Constraint-Guided Self-Adaptation

The above technique is a practical approach to creating self-adaptive embedded systems. It's main limitation is that it does not address directly one of the most challenging aspects of self-adaptivity: the evaluator, the component who decides when and how to reconfigure the system. It does provide an infrastructure for the user to insert the evaluator component into the overall system, but the its functionality needs to be implemented by the user by hand. Recently, we have explored a systematic approach to address this problem.

The approach builds on the Embedded Modeling Infrastructure (EMI) as well, but instead of using generative models, the embedded models of the system capture multiple potential system configurations as alternatives in the operation space. Parameterized constraints provide a way of capturing changing operational requirements. An embedded operation space exploration tool, triggered by changes in operational parameters, rapidly finds the next system configuration that satisfies the current operational constraints, which is then instantiated and deployed through the EMI.

The main contribution of the work is the systematic approach to the evaluator, the key component of any self-adaptive system. The OBDD-based symbolic satisfaction of constraints parameterized by monitored operational variables makes the controller reusable across applications and even application domains. It can potentially replace the ad-hoc, highly application-specific, hand-crafted reconfiguration controllers of the past. Another principal benefit of this approach is that the every system configuration that is deployed is correct by design, i.e. it already satisfies all the correctness criteria specified by the constraints.

An ideal application area for our approach is the domain of robust, fault-tolerant embedded systems. The operation space can contain various system configurations that are tailored for different system failure modes. Constraints capture the complex relationships between different failure modes and system configurations. The system can quickly find a new configuration and adapt after a component failure.

There are numerous open research issues associated with the approach and a lot of work remains to be done. The most difficult problem is the operation-space exploration within strict time bounds and utilizing possibly limited computational resources. A systematic approach to over- or under-constrained systems needs to be developed. Finally, the technique needs to be implemented and tested in real-world scenarios.
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